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Countercultures and
Popular Music Sheila
Whiteley 2016-05-13

’Counterculture’ emerged
as a term in the late 1960s
and has been re-deployed in
more recent decades in
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relation to other forms of
cultural and socio-political
phenomena. This volume
provides an essential new
academic scrutiny of the
concept of ’counterculture’
and a critical examination of
the period and its heritage.
Recent developments in
sociological theory
complicate and
problematise theories
developed in the 1960s,
with digital technology, for
example, providing an
impetus for new
understandings of
counterculture. Music
played a significant part in
the way that the
counterculture authored
space in relation to
articulations of community
by providing a shared sense
of collective identity. Not
least, the heady mixture of
genres provided a sociocultural-political backdrop
for distinctive musical
practices and innovations
which, in relation to
counterculture ideology,
provided a rich experiential
setting in which different

groups defined their
relationship both to the
local and international
dimensions of the
movement, so providing a
sense of locality, community
and collective identity.
Emblems of Eloquence
Wendy Heller 2004-01-12
Opera developed during a
time when the position of
women—their rights and
freedoms, their virtues and
vices, and even the most
basic substance of their
sexuality—was constantly
debated. Many of these
controversies manifested
themselves in the
representation of the
historical and mythological
women whose voices were
heard on the Venetian
operatic stage. Drawing
upon a complex web of early
modern sources and ancient
texts, this engaging study is
the first comprehensive
treatment of women,
gender, and sexuality in
seventeenth-century opera.
Wendy Heller explores the
operatic manifestations of
female chastity, power,
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transvestism, androgyny,
and desire, showing how
the emerging genre was
shaped by and infused with
the Republic's taste for the
erotic and its ambivalent
attitudes toward women
and sexuality. Heller begins
by examining contemporary
Venetian writings about
gender and sexuality that
influenced the development
of female vocality in opera.
The Venetian reception and
transformation of ancient
texts—by Ovid, Virgil,
Tacitus, and Diodorus
Siculus—form the
background for her
penetrating analyses of the
musical and dramatic
representation of five
extraordinary women as
presented in operas by
Claudio Monteverdi,
Francesco Cavalli, and their
successors in Venice: Dido,
queen of Carthage (Cavalli);
Octavia, wife of Nero
(Monteverdi); the nymph
Callisto (Cavalli); Queen
Semiramis of Assyria (Pietro
Andrea Ziani); and
Messalina, wife of Claudius

(Carlo Pallavicino).
The Years of Alienation in
Italy Alessandra Diazzi
2019-06-11 The Years of
Alienation in Italy offers an
interdisciplinary overview of
the socio-political,
psychological, philosophical,
and cultural meanings that
the notion of alienation took
on in Italy between the
1960s and the 1970s. It
addresses alienation as a
social condition of
estrangement caused by the
capitalist system, a
pathological state of the
mind and an ontological
condition of subjectivity.
Contributors to the edited
volume explore the
pervasive influence this
multifarious concept had on
literature, cinema,
architecture, and
photography in Italy. The
collection also theoretically
reassesses the notion of
alienation from a novel
perspective, employing Italy
as a paradigmatic case
study in its pioneering role
in the revolution of mental
health care and factory
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work during these two
decades.
L'Architettura 1997
Divination on stage Folke
Gernert 2021-02-08
Magicians, necromancers
and astrologers are
assiduous characters in the
European golden age
theatre. This book deals
with dramatic characters
who act as physiognomists
or palm readers in the
fictional world and analyses
the fictionalisation of
physiognomic lore as a
practice of divination in
early modern Romance
theatre from Pietro Aretino
and Giordano Bruno to Lope
de Vega, Calderón de la
Barca and Thomas
Corneille.
German books in print
1971
Primo Levi Lucie
Benchouiha 2006 As one of
the best-known survivors of
the concentration camps,
Primo Levi's testimony to
his experiences in
Auschwitz is internationally
recognised as one of the
most significant works of

the last century. This
volume examines each of
Levi's works in detail,
assessing and analysing the
influence of Levi's time in
Auschwitz on his writing. It
identifies a variety of
thematic, temporal, stylistic
and linguistic echoes of
Levi's concentration camp
testimony, and traces these
echoes throughout his
subsequent, apparently
unrelated, work. The book
provides original and
fascinating insights into the
works of this remarkable
writer, giving readers a new
understanding and
perspective on the immense
significance and the
pervasive influence of the
holocaust on Levi's creative
output.
Jeanne Silverthorne
Jeanne Silverthorne 1999
Fundamentals acts M.
Ghidoni 2016
The Italian Love Poetry of
Ludovico Ariosto Giada
Guassardo 2021
Variazioni Belliche Amelia
Rosselli 2016 Poetry. Italian
Studies. Translated from the
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Italian by Lucia Re and Paul
Vangelisti. Although for
much of her life
controversial and
underrated in her own
country, Amelia Rosselli
(1930-1996) is now
acknowledged
internationally as one of the
most important European
poets of the 20th century.
"VARIAZIONI BELLICHE"
[WAR VARIATIONS] is her
groundbreaking 1964
collection, posthumously
edited and to which poems
were added in the definitive
2009 Mondadori "I
Meridiani" edition. WAR
VARIATIONS is a new
edition of Lucia Re's and
Paul Vangelisti's prize
winning translation (Premio
Flaiano & PEN USA
translation awards, 2006),
with entirely revised &
corrected texts, as well as
the additional poems from
the definitive Italian edition.
Amelia Rosselli's
accomplishments as poet
and linguistic innovator
remain unique and
unsurpassed in her own

language and in post-War
European literature. WAR
VARIATIONS is an
extremely moving fusion of
the personal and public,
within a singularly
innovative poetic vision and
diction.
Animals and Animality in
Primo Levi’s Work Damiano
Benvegnù 2018-06-21
Situated at the intersection
of animal studies and
literary theory, this book
explores the remarkable
and subtly pervasive web of
animal imagery, metaphors,
and concepts in the work of
the Jewish-Italian writer,
chemist, and Holocaust
survivor Primo Levi
(1919-1987). Relatively
unexamined by scholars, the
complex and extensive
animal imagery Levi
employed in his literary
works offers new insights
into the aesthetical and
ethical function of
testimony, as well as an
original perspective on
contemporary debates
surrounding human-animal
relationships and
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posthumanism. The three
main sections that compose
the book mirror Levi’s
approach to non-human
animals and animality: from
an unquestionable bioethical origin (“Suffering”);
through an investigation of
the relationships between
writing, technology, and
animality (“Techne”); to a
creative intellectual project
in which literary animals
both counterbalance the
inevitable suffering of all
creatures, and suggest a
transformative image of
interspecific community
(“Creation”).
Verzeichnis lieferbarer
Bücher 1999
Il giocoliere elettronico
Nam June Paik 2002 An
homage to Nam June Paik,
"The Electronic Wizard"
focuses on the video art
pioneer's intense period of
collaboration with cellist
Charlotte Moorman.
Opening the book is a series
of black-and-white
photographs, many of them
shot by Peter Moore,
documenting the complex

relationship and artistic
collaboration between Paik
and Moorman, which began
in 1964 and continued for a
decade. The American
musician is portrayed in
various performances, in
particular "Opera
Sextronique" from 1967.
Next come Paik's video
sculptures, made of old
radios, ancient televisions,
and other retro objects-robot like forms that appear
as ironic and imaginary
metaphorical portraits of
the soul of the new
electronic man. "The
Electronic Wizard" closes
with a section dedicated to
Paik's videos, presenting
stills from eighteen
individual works made
between 1974 and 1989,
including "Beatles
Electronique," "Electronic
Yoga," "Good Morning Mr.
Orwell," and "Living with
the Theater."
Authenticity in Architectural
Heritage Conservation
Katharina Weiler
2016-07-01 The book
contributes to a
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recontextualization of
authenticity by investigating
how this value is created,
reenacted, and assigned.
Over the course of the last
century, authenticity
figured as the major
parameter for the
evaluation of cultural
heritage. It was adopted in
local and international
charters and guidelines on
architectural conservation
in Europe, South and East
Asia. Throughout this
period, the concept of
authenticity was constantly
redefined and transformed
to suit new cultural contexts
and local concerns. This
volume presents colonial
and postcolonial discourses,
opinions, and experiences in
the field of architectural
heritage conservation and
the use of site-specific
practices based on
representative case studies
presented by art historians,
architects, anthropologists,
and conservationists from
Germany, Nepal, India,
China, and Japan. With
more than 180 illustrations

and a collection of
terminologies in German,
English, Sanskrit, Hindi,
Nevari and Nepali, classical
Chinese and standard
Mandarin, and Japanese,
these cross-cultural
investigations document the
processual re-configuration
of the notion of authenticity.
They also show that
approaches to authenticity
can be specified with key
analytical categories from
transcultural studies:
appropriation,
transformation, and, in
some cases, refusal.
La Città Altra. Storia E
Immagine Della Diversità
Urbana: Luoghi E Paesaggi
Dei Privilegi E Del
Benessere, Dell'isolamento,
Del Disagio, Della
Multiculturalità. Ediz.
Italiana E Inglese Francesca
Capano 2018-10 This
volume proposes a rich
corpus of papers about the
'Other City', a subject only
few times dealt with, but
worthy of all our attention:
it imposes itself on the
scene of international
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modern and contemporary
historiography for its
undeniable topicality.
Throughout history, the city
has always had to deal with
social 'otherness', i.e. with
class privileges and,
consequently, with
discrimination and
marginalization of
minorities, of the less welloff, of foreigners, in short,
with the differences in
status, culture, religion. So
that the urban fabric has
ended up structuring itself
also in function of those
inequalities, as well as of
the strategic places for the
exercise of power, of the
political, military or social
control, of the spaces for
imprisonment, for the
sanitary isolation or for the
'temporary' remedy to the
catastrophes. From the first
portraits of cities, made and
diffused at the beginning of
the fifteenth century for
political exaltation purposes
or for religious propaganda
and for devotional purposes,
which often, through
increasingly refined graphic

techniques, distort or even
deny the true urban image,
we reach, at the dawn of
contemporary history, the
new meaning given by
scientific topography and
new methods of
representation; these latter
aimed at revealing the
structure and the urban
landscape in their
objectivity, often
unexpected for who had
known the city through the
filter of 'regime'
iconography. The
representation of the urban
image still shows the
contradictions of a
community that sometimes
includes and even exalts the
diversities, other times
rejects them, showing the
unease of a difficult
integration.
L'Arca 2006
Gilles Deleuze Charles J.
Stivale 2014-10-13 Gilles
Deleuze is now regarded as
one of the most radical
philosophers of the
twentieth century. His work
is hugely influential across a
range of subjects, from
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philosophy to literature, to
art, architecture and
cultural studies. Gilles
Deleuze: Key Concepts
provides a guide to
Deleuzian thought for any
reader coming to his
writings for the first time.
This new edition is fully
revised and updated and
includes three new chapters
on the event, psychoanalysis
and philosophy.
Culture extraeuropee
Museo delle culture
extraeuropee 1989
The Complete
Danteworlds Guy P. Raffa
2009-08-01 Dante
Alighieri’s Divine Comedy
has, despite its enormous
popularity and importance,
often stymied readers with
its multitudinous
characters, references, and
themes. But until the
publication in 2007 of Guy
Raffa’s guide to the Inferno,
students lacked a suitable
resource to help them
navigate Dante’s
underworld. With this new
guide to the entire Divine
Comedy, Raffa provides

readers—experts in the
Middle Ages and
Renaissance, Dante
neophytes, and everyone in
between—with a map of the
entire poem, from the
lowest circle of Hell to the
highest sphere of Paradise.
Based on Raffa’s original
research and his many
years of teaching the poem
to undergraduates, The
CompleteDanteworlds
charts a simultaneously
geographical and textual
journey, canto by canto,
region by region, adhering
closely to the path taken by
Dante himself through Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise.
This invaluable reference
also features study
questions, illustrations of
the realms, and regional
summaries. Interpreting
Dante’s poem and his
sources, Raffa fashions
detailed entries on each
character encountered as
well as on many significant
historical, religious, and
cultural allusions.
Kengo Kuma. Catalogo della
mostra (Padova, 27 ottobre
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2007-27 gennaio 2008).
Ediz. italiana e inglese. Con
CD-ROM Kengo Kuma 2007
Il volume illustra l'opera
completa di Kengo Kuma,
cercando di svelare il
continuo e dialettico
rapporto tra materia e
forma che l'architetto
continuamente insegue e
realizza nei suo progetti.
L'estetica zen è la fonte di
ispirazione di Kuma. Con
l'aggregazione di pochi
elementi, in sintonia con la
linea concettuale indicata
proprio dalla filosofia Zen,
l'architetto definisce spazi
di pura contemplazione.
Spazi fluidi in cui il vuoto si
manifesta come presenza e
non come assenza, diviene
luogo di pensiero e non
silenzio sterile. Ad una
parte introduttiva, segue
una raccolta di architetture
già realizzate, ma anche
alcune in fase di costruzione
o di progettazione che
cercano di mostrare il
processo di genesi
progettuale e materiale
dell'opera di Kuma,
caratterizzata dalla ricerca

compositiva applicata ai
materiali naturali come
elementi costitutivi della
fabbrica. Il volume
accompagnerà la mostra
dedicata all'illustre
architetto giapponese che si
terrà nell'autunno prossimo
al Palazzo della Ragione di
Padova.
Notsofareast Olivo Barbieri
2002
The Two-fold Thought of
Deleuze and Guattari
Charles J. Stivale
1998-06-05 French
philosophers Gilles Deleuze
and Felix Guattari worked
together extensively from
the 1960s into the 1990s,
and the resulting
"intersections" of their
different sensibilities and
modes of knowing fueled
powerful alternatives to
Marxian and psychoanalytic
orthodoxies. Yet readers
approaching Deleuze and
Guattari's works are often
frustrated by the paucity or
unfamiliarity of specific
examples that might clarify
their complex arguments.
This timely volume
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"animates" key concepts
and terminology by applying
them to provocative
readings of literary texts,
films, and cultural
phenomena--from
Apocalypse Now to Cajun
music and dance. Drawing
extensively from primary
and critical sources to
elucidate Deleuze and
Guattari's theoretical
contributions, Stivale
reinvigorates their "two-fold
thought" for use as an
analytical tool in the
humanities and social
sciences. The book also
offers a clear introduction
to the precollaborative
phase of each thinker's
work, an interview Stivale
conducted with Guattari,
and the first-time English
translation of a 1967 essay
by Deleuze. Winner--Board
of Governors Faculty
Recognition Award, Wayne
State University
Swinging and Rolling
Jochen Büttner 2019-08-08
This volume explores the
reorganisation of knowledge
taking place in the course of

Galileo's research process
extending over a period of
more than thirty years,
pursued within a network of
exchanges with his
contemporaries, and
documented by a vast
collection of research notes.
It has revealed the
challenging objects that
motivated and shaped
Galileo's thinking and
closely followed the
knowledge reorganization
engendered by theses
challenges. It has thus
turned out, for example,
that the problem of
reducing the properties of
pendulum motion to the
laws governing naturally
accelerated motion on
inclined planes was the
mainspring for the
formation of Galileo's
comprehensive theory of
naturally accelerated
motion.
Metamorphosis Claudia
Gian Ferrari 1997 Hatched
from a reconsideration of
Kafka's short story
"Metamorphosis," and from
a 1931 painting by Alberto
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Savinio (brother of de
Chirico) called Idylle
Marine, a number of
contemporary artists here
explore themes of mutation
and transfiguration.
"Metamorphosis" includes
work by 28 artists from
around the world: Julie
Allen, Stefano Arienti, Betty
Bee, Luigi Carboni,
Francesco Clemente, Mario
Dellavedova, George Jiri
Dokoupil, Jeanne Dunning,
Nan Goldin, Jim Hodges,
Massimo Kaufmann,
Margherita Manzelli,
Raffaella Mariniello, Luigi
Ontani, Marco Papa and
Pino Pasca.
Becoming Virtual Pierre
Levy 1998-03-21 Examines
the cultural and social
impact of new digital
technologies and how
bodies, texts, and the
economy are made virtual,
and argues that the virtual
has always been an
enduring component of the
human
Gilles Deleuze's ABCs
Charles J. Stivale
2008-02-04 Stivale's

analysis offers an intimate
view into the thought of one
of the greatest thinkers of
our time.
Disenchanting Les Bons
Temps Charles J. Stivale
2003 DIVPresents the
complex and conflicting
views of Cajun cultural
heritage, identities, and
their manifestation in
musical and dance
expression./div
La terza avanguardia in
architettura Gabriele De
Giorgi 1998
Renaissance
Transactions Valeria
Finucci 1999 Edited
collection discusses the first
historically important
debate on what constitutes
modern literature, which
focused on two 16th century
works: ORLANDO FURIOSO
and GERUSALEMME
LIBERATA.
Modern Forms of Work
Stefano Bellomo 2020-10-06
The collective volume
“Modern Forms of Work. A
European Comparative
Study” evokes the intent to
embody a reflection focused
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on modern labour law
issues from a comparative
perspective. A first set of
essays contains national
reports on modern forms of
work. The second group
contains some reflections
regarding critical issues on
digitalization, platforms and
algorithms, analysing the
different facets of the
galaxy of digital work. The
third group of essays flows
into the section entitled
“new balances and workers’
rights in the digital era”, a
crucial topic in the debate.
The complex of the writings,
despite the diversity of
approaches and methods,
reveals the existence of a
dense and inexhaustible
dialogue between young
scholars, at European and
extra-European level. The
analysis of new forms of
work – the offspring of
transnational processes of
globalization and
technologization – forms a
fertile ground for
experimenting a
transnational dialogue on
which young researchers

can practice with excellent
results, as this small volume
confirms.
Preserving Historic America
United States. Department
of Housing and Urban
Development 1966
Hegemony and Power
Benedetto Fontana Presents
a comparative and textual
exploration of Gramsci's
interpretation of
Machiavelli's political
analyses. This valuable
contribution to our
understanding of Gramsci
includes a comparison of
the major Machiavellian
ideas such as the nature of
political knowledge, the
new principality, the
concept of the people, and
the relation between
thought and action, to
Gramsci's concepts of
hegemony, moral and
intellectual reform, and the
collective will.
Imperial City Susan
Vandiver Nicassio
2009-10-15 In 1798, the
armies of the French
Revolution tried to
transform Rome from the
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capital of the Papal States
to a Jacobin Republic. For
the next two decades, Rome
was the subject of power
struggles between the
forces of the Empire and the
Papacy, while Romans
endured the unsuccessful
efforts of Napoleon’s best
and brightest to pull the
ancient city into the modern
world. Against this
historical backdrop,
Nicassio weaves together an
absorbing social, cultural,
and political history of
Rome and its people. Based
on primary sources and
incorporating two centuries
of Italian, French, and
international research, her
work reveals what life was
like for Romans in the age
of Napoleon. “A remarkable
book that wonderfully
vivifies an understudied era
in the history of Rome. . . .
This book will engage
anyone interested in early
modern cities, the
relationship between
religion and daily life, and
the history of the city of
Rome.”—Journal of Modern

History “An engaging
account of Tosca’s Rome. . .
. Nicassio provides a fluent
introduction to her
subject.”—History Today
“Meticulously researched,
drawing on a host of
original manuscripts,
memoirs, personal letters,
and secondary sources,
enabling [Nicassio] to bring
her story to life.”—History
The Computer and Music
Harry B. Lincoln 2019-06-30
Leonardo Da Vinci as a
Musician Emanuel
Winternitz 1982-01-01
The Imagined Immigrant
Ilaria Serra 2009 Using
original sources--such as
newspaper articles, silent
movies, letters,
autobiographies, and
interviews--Ilaria Serra
depicts a large tapestry of
images that accompanied
mass Italian migration to
the U.S. at the turn of the
twentieth century. She
chooses to translate the
Italian concept of
immaginario with the Latin
imago that felicitously
blends the double English
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translation of the word as
"imagery" and "imaginary."
Imago is a complex knot of
collective representations of
the immigrant subject, a
mental production that finds
concrete expression;
impalpable, yet real. The
"imagined immigrant" walks
alongside the real one in
flesh and rags.
Ottagono 2000
Félix Guattari Franco
Berardi Bifo 2008-11-05
Félix Guattari: Thought,
Friendship, and Visionary
Cartography, by Franco
Berardi 'Bifo', originates in
the author's close personal
acquaintance with Félix
Guattari's writings and
political engagement in the
context of Berardi Bifo's
activism in Italian
autonomist politics and his
ongoing collaboration with
Guattari in the 1970s and

1980s. This biography gains
distinction from its keen
insight into Guattari's
political practice and from a
precise understanding of
how this practice relates to
the theoretical and
conceptual aspects of
Guattari's writings, alone
and with Gilles Deleuze.
Thanks to an approach at
once personal and
theoretically well informed,
Bifo's biography provides a
clear and accessible
introduction to Guattari's
works. This edition also
includes a critical
introduction and a 2005
interview with Bifo on a
range of topics relating
Guattari's works to the
current political
conjuncture.
GLOBAL TOOLS 1973 1975: When Education
Coincides With Life Valerio
Borgonuovo 2018-12
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